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In 1962, littlelittle-known Tom Brett from
Detroit, Michigan stunned the pattern
community by winning the World
Championship in London with his
Perigee. Later, kits were produced by
Hal Debolt’s company, DMECO.
Rogue Eagles club member Jim
Spurlock (shown here) from Willows,
CA brought his own Perigee to the
VRCS FlyFly-In. This is a truly classic
design with an amazing history, and
Jim did a fantastic job of rere-creating
this revolutionary pattern ship.

By Club Prez, Calvin Emigh . . . Throttle Up!

Change of Seasons
Dang, I can’t believe it’s October already! Although many clubs may consider
October the end of the flying season, for all of us in Southern Oregon, Fall
represents perhaps the best time to fly with nice, cool weather! Don’t put away
your birds just yet…
We hosted some great events over the past month including the VRCS Vintage
Fly-In and NSRCA Pattern Contest. I want to thank Bruce Tharpe and Art Kelly for their leadership and event
coordination. If you were able to make it out to the Vintage Fly I hope you had a chance to fly Bruce’s trainer
while on the non-proportional “buddy box”
transmitter! It was so much fun to click, click
either the elevator or rudder toggle switches to
direct model flight which usually resulted in,
We have three new members this month…
“oops, clicked too many times”…click, click, click,
Don Bronson from Medford
click, click the toggle switch the other way in a
Christopher Heberlein from Central Point
panic; all along laughing with everyone inline to
try it out! WHAT GREAT FUN it was! Thank you,
Philip Benedetti from Ashland
Bruce.

Welcome to the Rogue Eagles!

Big thanks to Art Kelly the NSRCA team who developed and installed visual colored markers to aid our
contest pilots. Personally, I think we should have something similar or identical permanently installed. It was
a great tool for pilots and really helped maintain aircraft flight within our approved fly zones. Thanks guys for
a successful pattern contest including your focus on safe flight behavior.
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So the Rogue Eagles RC Club does this home-and-away thing with
the Flightmasters RC Club based in Keno. Back in May, they were
invited to our field for a fly-in and pot luck. Fast forward to midSeptember and this group of Rogue Eagles made the journey to Keno.
There doesn’t seem to be any flying going on. I don’t even see any
airplanes. Our fearless cameraman, Rick Lindsey, sent this in with a
single sentence: “Waiting for the food to be ready at Keno…”

Our club is growing - I think we’re up to around
170+ model aviators and enthusiasts! This is
wonderful news for the growth of our hobby
and our club. It’s also encouraging that we are
experiencing a spike in membership growth
within the youth age group. There are many
reasons for this but one common theme is they
became interested after seeing the airshow yay! With the increased membership comes
the responsibility to ensure our new members
are offered a formal, in-person field
introduction including review of model aircraft
safety, club/AMA rules, and help our new
members understand our approved fly zones.
The Board approved a formal “new member
orientation” document that will require new
member signature prior to receiving a Rogue
continues...

...continued

Eagle membership card. Also, perhaps it’s time that
we all revisit our club rules, all of us can get
complacent over time. Each of us needs to comply
including use of appropriate language at the field and
refrain from use of vulgar language (yip- I’m guilty).
We’re all ambassadors for our club not to mention
our new members, their families, and our guests.
Use of foul language at the field is just not necessary
or allowed. Let’s keep it clean, please.
If you have not heard, the club is moving forward
with Phase 2 field improvements including a control
line circle and alternate helicopter flight area! The
Board will be working with the County for hopeful
approval and construction by the Spring.
That’s all I’ve got this month, have fun and FLY SAFE!
See you at the field,

Ye Olde Editor’s Note:
I am soooo with Calvin on this… It might surprise
some of you to learn that I can fling four-letter
bombs with the best of them. You should hear me
when I slice a finger with an X-Acto knife, or my
49ers botch another scoring opportunity, or Obama
starts talking on my radio. It’s not pretty, but it
happens in the confines of my own shop or home.
Time and place, people. Agate Skyways is not your
man cave. Flying model airplanes is a pretty
wholesome activity and our club field should be a
family-friendly environment. Not many of us go out
there expecting to hear loud foul language, even if
it’s good-natured bantering. Save it for the bowling
alley or bar - we don’t want to hear it.

Calvin

PROPOSED ALTERNATE (PRACTICE) HELICOPTER FLY ZONE AND CONTROL LINE CIRCLE
Early draft shows basic layout.

Expect minor revisions.
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Vintage RC Society

Event Report by

Bruce Tharpe

Those of us who can
measure our time in this
hobby in decades remember the
days before ARF models took over. We
remember when kits were boxes of balsa with a
set of plans and some skimpy instructions, not four big
chunks of molded foam. We remember glue on our fingers
and getting light-headed from dope fumes. We remember the
feelings of pride when we showed up at the field with a new model,
crafted from our own hands. We remember the anxiety before the first flight
followed by sheer joy when our creations leaped skyward. And we liked it. All of it.
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There is a conversation that repeats itself at the field quite often, driven by
the misconception that “nobody builds anymore”. Well, I’m here to tell you
that there are still builders out there, and I like to think that the Northwest
VRCS Fly-In is slowly being recognized as a gathering not just for vintage
models, but for vintage modelers. It’s my favorite event of the year because
it attracts planes I love and modelers who share the same nostalgia for the
early, pioneering days of RC.
This year’s gathering attracted 29 registered pilots and a tremendous field of
balsa beauties. Scheduled on its traditional Friday and Saturday, it almost
feels like two separate events because many pilots only come out for one
day. The two days were a blur for me. As CD, I was busy with registration,
helping guys fly, taking photos, listening to stories, and eating donuts. I
brought four planes, flew three. One plane never made it out of my van!
Enjoy the photos - they tell the story better than I can. For more detailed
coverage of the event, please visit the 2015 VRCS Photo Gallery on our
website. Thank you so much to each and every pilot who can out and joined
the fun. Thanks also to my helpers, and special thanks to Jack Shaffer for
donating to the raffle. It’s not too early to start planning for next year!
Ron Kelso debuted his
RC Nobler at the event.
This is not a controlline model that’s been
converted to RC. TopFlite actually kitted the
RC Nobler. Ron did a
masterful job with the
Monokote finish, and
the plane flew great.
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Look at this group of misfits! The center of attention here is not the plane but a blue box that mimics the operation of an old-time reed transmitter.
Not familiar with reeds? Imagine a transmitter
with only switches, no joysticks. That’s how early
RC pilots flew before proportional control came
along. Our reed emulator plugged in like a buddy
box, so everybody could try it safely. Over the two
days, I bet at least 20 of our 29 registered pilots
gave it a shot. It was certainly good for laughs,
but it also left us all with an appreciation for how
difficult it was for early pilots to learn how to fly.
Click here to see it in action on YouTube.

The Perigee streaks by on a low
pass. Jim Spurlock showed us
all how it’s done with his smooth
flying style. Truth be told, this
was my favorite model at this
year’s event, partly because of
the history behind the design and
partly because of Jim’s craftsmanship and the simple, elegant
painted finish.
Photo by Nick Benedetti
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Richard Schwegerl’s PT-19 was actually built
in 1962! It’s a three-channel model (rudder,
elevator, and throttle). With its Norvel .061
screaming away, Richard claws for altitude...

I did manage to get a single flight on my Super Pacer.
The design was kitted by Ace R/C 1975.
OS .25 for power.
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Vintage Spirit Award

The voting procedure
for Pilot’s Choice is extremely
informal. Pilots are given a ballot and asked
to list their top three favorite models. A first place vote gets
three points, second place gets two points, and third place garners a single
point. We vote both days, so planes can accumulate points twice if they are
there. Rod Graham won
Model
Pilot
Points
it all with his gorgeous
1 Aeronca C-3
Rod Graham
44
Aeronca C-3 model by
spicing up his display
with the original kit box
and a vintage transmitter.
Nice!
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New friend Cecil Mead drove all the way down from Lafayette, just outside
of McMinnville. In fact, Cecil volunteers at the Evergreen museum, home
of the Spruce Goose. I gave him the Vintage Spirit Award because he came
all that way, flew his Aeromaster like a whirling dervish, and just showed
an amazing amount of energy and enthusiasm. Not bad for 80 years old!

2 Sterling P-51

Rich DeMartini

33

3 RC Nobler

Ron Kelso

23

4 Sweetater

Rick Lindsey

15

5 Astro-Hog

Jack Shaffer

14

6 Astro-Hog

Rod Elledge

13

6 Perigee

Jim Spurlock

13

8 Candy

John Gaines

12

8 Astro-Hog

Martin Sherman

12

10 Aeromaster

Cecil Mead

11

10 Sterling PT-19

Richard Schwegerl

11

How to Determine If Your Model is “Vintage R/C”
Every year there are questions about whether or not a certain model
qualifies as a vintage RC model. I will admit that it may not be the easiest
concept to grasp, but you can boil it down to two simple questions. Your
model is “Vintage RC” if you can answer YES to both of these questions:

1. Does the model design date back at least 35 years?
2. Was the model originally designed for radio control?
It does not matter if the model is a sport airplane or scale. It does not
matter if you use electric, glow, or gas power. It does not matter if it is
covered with silk or plastic film. It does not matter if the model was built
last week or last century. If your answers are YES and YES, then your
model is good to go!
Sometimes the first question can be hard to answer. It might take a bit of
research. If you’re stumped, give me a call or send an email. I don’t claim
to know the history of all models, but will do my best find an answer.
Scale models seem to cause the most confusion. For example, take a look
Rich DeMartini and his Sterling P-51. For power,
at Rich DeMartini’s P-51 Mustang (right, top). Just because it’s a Mustang
it has a Fox .78 with dual glow plugs.
does not mean it qualifies. Pioneering RC pilots back in the day were not
flying Parkzone P-51 foamies or Hangar 9 ARFs. But they were flying models
like Rich’s Mustang built from a Sterling kit, which dates back to the 1960s.
The full-scale subject has nothing to do with it. Vintage RC all boils down
the model design.
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Clark Wolf’s distinctive gull-wing Spook.

Another type of model that causes confusion is the RC-assist old timer.
These are old free flight designs that have been converted to radio control.
The designs are certainly old enough, but remember question #2? Models
that were originally designed for free flight by definition are not vintage RC.
A great example of this is Clark Wolf’s Spook (left), which everybody loves
including me. But the Spook was designed for free flight originally, not RC.
There is a different organization that recognizes these models, the Society
of Antique Modelers (SAM). We have always welcomed SAM models to fly
with us at the Northwest VRCS Fly-In. The only thing they are restricted
from is the Pilot’s Choice voting.

For next year’s VRCS event, eligible models must have been designed in 1980 or earlier. For the fun of it, VRCS designates a theme
aircraft each year, and for 2015 the theme aircraft is “any VR/CS legal rudder-only design, with flight controls limited to rudder.”
To clarify, throttle control is allowed.
If you are looking for a vintage plane to build, you should definitely visit the Vintage R/C Resources page on my website.

Where do you get a Vintage RC model? Visit a vintage hobby shop, of course...

FOR SALE

SIG SOMETHIN’ EXTRA
This ARF was painstakingly assembled with the guidance of Larry
Myers and Calvin Emigh almost exactly one year ago and has 32
hours of flight time. It comes with an OS .55 AX engine, Hydra
max 2000 battery pack, Spektrum AR 6210 receiver, and very nice
Spektrum A6180 metal gear digital servos. It is in absolute pristine
condition. NOTE: The wheels and axles were customized to
reinforce the axles and provide better Du-Bro inflated wheels.
Sig “Somethin Extra” ARF
O.S. .55 AX engine
5 Spektrum A6180 servos ($30 ea.)
6 channel Spektrum AR 6210 receiver
Hydramax 2000 NiMH battery pack
Tru Turn spinner and adaptor
Spare strut
Spare wheels
Custom Du-Bro Wheels and axles
GRAND TOTAL COST

COST
$200
140
150
70
25
30
5
5
10
$635

SALE PRICE

$399

ACCESSORIES

COST
Ultra Cote Coverings (red, orange, purple) $13 ea
Slimline fueler
$70
Hanger 9 Volt meter with load tester
$41
Great Planes charger
$16
Hanger 9 12 volt lead/acid battery
$26
Hanger 9 starter
$35
Hi Tec HS-645 mg Ultra torque servo (new) $30
Hi Tec HS-311 Standard servo (new)
$10
Hobbico 4 way glo plug wrench
$14
Thunder AC6 battery charger
$49
APC props
$3-$4 ea
12 x 4 (3) 12 x 5 12 x 6 (2) 11.5 x 6 11 x 6 (2)

SALE
PRICE
$5 ea
$40
$29
$9
$18
$16
$15
$5
$9
$20
$1 ea

I am converting to all electric and liquidating my nitro accessories as well, and if you know someone just getting
into nitro this is everything their flight box would require. See the list for items, their cost, and my sale price.

Rob Merriman (541) 951-4466

from R/C Modeler - May 1973

NSRCA Medford Pattern Classic
Event Report by

Art Kelly

Precision Matters
Among the out-of-towners who had never been to the
On Saturday morning the sun’s golden fingers were field a fairly common first reaction was Wow! Agate
just beginning to crawl around the edges of Mt.
field was the finest facility at which any of them had
McLoughlin as crunching tires began their journey
flown this year. One pilot stated, without hesitation,
into Agate Field. And the crunching continued, and
that it was the best contest he had attended this
continued and continued.... Soon gorgeous airplanes season.
were finding spots on the flight line. By the time we
assembled for the pilot meeting it was clear that this Another positive factor was the number of pilots in
the last contest of the season would be largest
the entry level classification. We had 10 entries in
Precision Pattern Aerobatic Competition seen in the
Sportsman, all were local. And we had youth; among
Northwest District (D-8) in years. Even after a last
the Sportsman entries were Tim Agee and Tyler
minute cancellation by a Canadian flyer, we had
Johnson, ages 15 and 17 respectively. The
pilots from Washington, Idaho, California and
competition in the class was heavy - Tyler took first
Oregon. We started with a list of 30 flyers,
place, Scott Hudson took second and Ray Wasson Sr.
subsequently two had to withdraw. Nonetheless it
was third. Tim recorded a first in one round and
was a BUSY week end.
ended in fourth.
continues...
There were many gratifying elements to this year’s
contest, all reflecting well on the Rogue Eagles.

Setting up on the flight line.

Tyler Johnson from Grants Pass

came up and asked where he could help out. Larry
Cogdell arrived with his big copter and produced a
great video of the initial gathering. Ray Wasson, Sr.
Steve Coleman should be recognized for stepping in
and Jr., put their heads together and surveyed a
at the last minute. He flew in the Advanced class.
triangulation system for defining the Pattern Boxes
Despite the fact that he had never flown in a pattern
that surpassed anything seen on any other field. And
contest, had never tried the Advanced sequence
it was (and will be) a great flying guide for all pilots
until he took off with an airplane he had never flown
in maintaining clear flying space near the property
he did very well. He just missed out on third place as
adjoining the field. A special shout out to Paul
a result of a failure in an electrical connector.
Chapman who has been a constant promoter of the
Interrupted flight, dead stick, down safely, low score.
Medford event as he traveled around the district to
other contests.
The Medford contest was also a first for judging in D8. We were grateful to Peter Vogel from California
On Sunday, as cars rolled away it was finally
who brought his digital scoring system. Each judge
possible to reflect on the last several days. A
was provided a hand-held module on which he
beautifully groomed field, a proactive group of club
entered his score as each maneuver was flown. The
members enabled, including practice rounds, well
accuracy of the judging was improved as the judge
over 300 flights without one accident or damaged
never had to take his eyes off the airplane
airplane. I echo the sentiments of our out of town
throughout the flight. The module transmitted the
guests -- Wow! My sincere thanks to all the Rogue
data to a central computer and within milliseconds
Eagles for helping create a successful and
the score was presented on a large display in the
Art
memorable contest. This club is on the map!
shelter. For those who are interested please visit the
scoring website for details (information under
District 8)

Medford Pattern Classic

On Sunday afternoon as we wrapped up the contest,
Pat Harris (our Pattern District VP) listed the district
champions for all classes. All of the Rogue Eagles on
hand were justifiably proud when he announced that
Ray Wasson Sr. had claimed the Sportsman District
Championship for 2015. Next time you see Ray give
him a big “attaboy”. He traveled to many contests
and worked hard at refining his flying and the effort
paid off.
For me, as the CD of the contest, the most rewarding
part of the entire event was the way in which so
many Rogue Eagle members pitched in to help make
this a positive experience for the pilots. On the
Wednesday before the event I received a phone call
from Gary Neal to report that the bathrooms had
been cleaned. On Saturday morning, Tom Everts

BJ Kraft Bi-Side airplane -- note the flying stab (no elevator)

Another biplane, the Xarelto, completely hand painted .

Medford Pattern Classic
Final Results

FOR SALE

Sportsman
Tyler Johnson - Grants Pass
Scott Hudson - Medford
Ray Wasson, Sr. - Gold Hill

Intermediate
Peter Vogel - Santa Clara, CA
Karl Watts - Boise, ID
Jerry Stinson, Medford

Advanced
Derek Emmett - California
Bob Crump - Tualatin, OR
Bill Carder - Wilsonville, OR

HANGAR 9 TWIN OTTER, 82” WING SPAN, TWO 25 ELEC
MTRS INSTALLED WITH ESP’S, ALL SERVO’S INSTALLED $475.

Masters
Jon Carter - Sacramento, CA
Dale Olstinske - Placerville, CA
Bill Bowen - Spokane, WA

F3A
Don Atwood - Sacramento, CA
Frank Capone - Sacramento, CA
Pat Harris - Wilsonville, OR

GREAT PLANES ULTIMATE BIPE, 65” W.S. G-38 ENGINE
INSTALLED, KILL SWITCH AND ALL SERVOS. WHEEL PANTS
NO LONGER ALIVE, (ROUGH GRASS FIELD) $500.

AMR BIG STICK 50, 106” W.S. G-62 INSTALLED, SOLID
STATE KILL SWITCH, ALL SERVOS. ENGINE CONVERTED TO
ELECTRONIC IGNITION. BENNETT MUFFLER. $575.
ALL MODELS CAN BE DELIVERED TO MEDFORD

AL BURMAN , KLAMATH FALLS
541-880-9806 OR 541-363-2044

Club Info Page
For information about the club, how to join,
past newsletters, photos, and much more,
please visit the Rogue Eagles website.
www.rogue-eagles.org

Club Merchandise
These items are usually
available at the meetings.
For more info, call Phil
Baehne at 541-727-7059

Meeting Information
Officers and Staff
Click on any name to send email

President
Calvin Emigh 541-951-5055

The next two General Membership Meetings
are scheduled for
Tuesday 7pm, October 13
Tuesday 7pm, November 10

Vice President
Ray Wasson 541-855-7541

We meet at the Central Point Senior Citizens
Center, 123 N 2nd Street in Central Point.

Secretary
Larry Cogdell 541-840-1514

Click here for directions

Treasurer
Ray Wasson, Jr. 541-973-7139

September Meeting Highlights

Board Members at Large
Tom Everts 541-944-2843
John Gaines 541-951-1947
Larry Maerz 541-826-4536
Safety Coordinator
Doug McKee 541-840-7715
Event Coordinator
Rich DeMartini 541-245-9858
Newsletter Editor
Bruce Tharpe 541-582-1708
Public Relations
Larry Cogdell 541-840-1514
Field Maintenance
position is open
Webmaster
Rick Lindsey 541-776-5832
Chief Flight Instructor
position is open

This is supposed to be an RC club, but it’s safe to
say that many of our members still dabble in
other disciplines. There were two extremely nice
non-RC models on display for show-and-tell.
Gary Croucher (above) showed his Satellite free
flight model which has not been flown yet, and
according to Gary, probably never will. I don’t
blame him - it’s just too pretty to risk.
The control line model on the floor is a Veco Chief
brought to the meeting by its builder, Guy Laine.
Guy is one of the most talented builders in our
club and he likes all types of models.

Order New-Style (Top)
John Gaines 541-951-1947
Order Old-Style (Bottom)
online nicebadge.com

